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BACkgROuNd TO ThE wORLd huMANITARIAN suMMIT
ANd ThE REgIONAL CONsuLTATION FOR MENA

the world humanitarian summit (whs), to be held in istanbul in may 2016, is an initiative of un 
secretary-general Ban ki-moon. it will bring together governments, humanitarian organizations, 
people affected by humanitarian crises and associated partners, including the private sector, to 
propose solutions to the most pressing challenges and set a forward-looking agenda to make hu-
manitarian action fit for the future. it will be the first-ever humanitarian gathering of such a size 
and scope.

the preparatory process for the summit has been built on five levels of consultation: 

•	 eight regional consultations between June 2014 and July 2015;

•	  thematic consultations, with expert working groups preparing thematic reports, and a fi-
nal thematic consultation in Berlin in september 2015;

•	 one global consultation in geneva in october 2015;

•	 online consultations; and

•	  linkages to related global processes on disaster risk reduction, climate change and the 
post-2015 development agenda. 

the whs regional consultation for the middle east and north africa (mena) was held at the dead 
sea in Jordan from 3-5 march 2015. it was hosted by the government of the hashemite kingdom 
of Jordan and co-chaired by the league of arab states (las), the organization of islamic cooper-
ation (oic) and the un office for the coordination of humanitarian affairs (ocha). in the spirit of 
the summit’s multi-stakeholder approach, the meeting brought together 180 participants from 17 
countries representing member states of the united nations, regional organizations, civil society, 
affected communities, national and international non-governmental organizations, united nations 
agencies, the red cross and red crescent movement, the private sector, academia and religious 
leaders, as well as observers from five countries that have supported, hosted or committed to 
hosting whs consultations.1

the primary goals of the regional consultation were to a) inform the global whs agenda and out-
comes by providing strong regional recommendations that can shape the future of humanitarian 
action, based on findings from the preparatory stakeholder consultations and the discussions at 
the dead sea and b) to develop regionally specific recommendations that can be taken forward and 
implemented in the lead up to the summit.

1  germany, netherlands, south africa, switzerland and turkey

WHS CONSULTATIONS

(1) west and central africa, cote d’ivoire - June 2014
(2) north and south-east asia, Japan - July 2014
(3) eastern and southern africa, south africa - october 2014
(4) europe and others, hungary - february 2015
(5) Middle East and North Africa, Jordan - March 2015
(6) latin america and the caribbean, guatemala - may 2015
(7) pacific region, new zealand - June 2015
(8) south and central asia, tajikistan - July 2015
(9) thematic consultation, germany - september 2015
(10) global consultation, switzerland - october 2015

algeria, Bahrain, egypt, iraq, Jordan, kuwait, lebanon, libya, morocco, oman, palestine, Qatar, saudi arabia, syria, tunisia, 
united arab emirates, yemen

Countries in the Middle East and North Africa regional consultation
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hIgh-LEvEL OPENINg REMARks

Ms. Alia Al-Dalli, the Master of the Ceremonies, welcomed 
participants to the whs regional consultation for the middle 
east and north africa. she underscored that the whs pro-
cess comes at a time where millions of men, women, elder-
ly and children around the region suffer tremendously due to 
displacement, destruction and limited opportunities to lead a 
normal life. she highlighted that the meeting at the dead sea 
represented a unique opportunity to bring together different 
humanitarian stakeholders from the region, including affect-
ed communities, governments, religious leaders, private sec-
tor and academia. stressing that everyone participating in the 
event has something to contribute, ms. al-dalli encouraged 
open and honest discussions among participants on ways to 
improve humanitarian action and make it a better fit for the 
future. she concluded by welcoming the high-level speakers.

His Excellency Nasser Judeh, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates of the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan, officially opened the regional consulta-
tion meeting. he noted how the mena region is suffering from 
deteriorating humanitarian crises, political instability, violent 
conflicts and increasing risks of extremism and terrorism, all 
of which have negatively impacted development gains in the re-
gion.

mr. Judeh gave special mention to the palestine and syria 
conflicts, calling the latter one of the most complex in recent 
history due to its prolonged violence and destruction and the 
targeting of civilians. he advocated for a rapid and just political 
solution to both of these conflicts, which he said requires a firm 
and coordinated response from the international community. 

he called the syrian refugee crisis an enormous global and regional economic challenge, with a 
few countries, such as Jordan, shouldering the burden. yet, despite limited resources and strained 
services and infrastructure, mr. Judeh highlighted how the government of Jordan is committed to 
providing support through the Jordan response plan 2015, which amounts to us$3 billion. whilst 
recognizing the initial international will to support the government of Jordan in the implementa-
tion of the projects set out in the plan, he lamented how most promises of support had not been 
fulfilled. he called upon the international community to urgently respond to Jordan’s appeal.

mr. Judeh paid tribute to the state of kuwait for hosting the third pledging conference for syria. he 
called on the united nations to do more in syria to help reach a political solution, put an end to the 
violence, ensure the integrity of the syrian state and provide a solution for those syrian refugees 
that are seeking to return home. he also called for greater financial support to unhcr and unr-
wa to continue providing assistance and protection to affected people.

mr. Judeh concluded by stating that the israel-palestine conflict is at the root of many crises in the 
region. he thus reiterated the importance of establishing an independent and sovereign palestini-
an state and finding a permanent solution for palestine refugees.
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His Excellency Ambassador Dr. Badr Eddine Allali, Assis-
tant Secretary-General and Head of Social Affairs Sector of 
the League of Arab States, identified the whs as an unprece-
dented opportunity, bringing together for the first time repre-
sentatives of governments, non-governmental organizations, 
affected communities, youth, academia, the private sector, un 
agencies and other relevant stakeholders to shape the future 
of humanitarian action. he stressed the importance of putting 
affected communities at the heart of the summit process.

he called on the participants to use the regional consultation 
for mena as an opportunity to find ways to better assist and 
protect millions of people across the region. he also empha-
sized the need to create practical solutions, on technical level, 
that may loosen the interference between political and security 
measures and humanitarian work. 

ambassador allali urged the participants to follow up on the findings and recommendations that 
came out of the regional process and make the proposed changes a reality. he stressed how those 
in need of safety, food, water, education and dignity cannot afford to wait any longer. 

His Excellency Ambassador Hesham Youssef, Assistant Sec-
retary-General for Humanitarian Affairs of the Organization 
of Islamic Cooperation, drew attention to the increasing vul-
nerability, environmental degradation and growing disparity in 
wealth in the region. he also spoke of the gap between the level 
of humanitarian needs and available resources, emphasizing 
the importance of the whs as an opportunity to bring different 
stakeholders together to address these persistent challenges. 

ambassador youssef expressed concern that in 2014 humani-
tarian needs had amounted to us$17 billion globally, with only 
half of these needs being met. in 2015, responding to humani-
tarian needs is estimated to cost us$16.5 billion and will likely 
increase further amidst developments both globally and in the 
region. he noted the challenge this presents and stressed the 
need to strengthen and reform the international humanitarian 

system in order to cope. 

praising countries such as Jordan, lebanon and turkey for hosting and supporting syrian refu-
gees, the ambassador called on the international community to do more to ensure equitable bur-
den sharing. he paid tribute to donors from the region for their humanitarian efforts and thanked 
kuwait for hosting the syria pledging conferences. 

ambassador youssef called on participants at the regional consultation to focus on and prioritize 
the needs of women and children in their discussions and to explore ways of addressing youth par-
ticipation in extremist and terrorist groups. he also called for strengthening early warning, conflict 
management and peace building capacities to prevent the region becoming a ‘failed region’. he 
concluded by urging participants to meet the expectations placed on the whs process by formu-
lating concrete solutions that address the many challenges currently being faced in the region.
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Ms. Valerie Amos, UN Under-Secretary-General for Humani-
tarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator, underscored 
the importance of the whs against the backdrop of current 
global developments such as urbanization, population growth, 
conflict and climate change and their impact on humanitarian 
action. she stressed that these changes have significantly im-
pacted the mena region, with conflict and violence leading to 
tumultuous shifts that have affected millions of people from 
libya to palestine and from yemen to syria and iraq. 

these changes have put the global humanitarian system under 
increasing strain with current needs going beyond its capac-
ity to cope. ms. amos praised the role that governments and 
communities in the region are playing in hosting the displaced, 
including in egypt, Jordan, iraq, lebanon and turkey, despite 
the burden placed on public services, infrastructure and the 

local economy. she also highlighted the leading role played by regional donors, such as kuwait, 
Qatar, saudi arabia and the united arab emirates, in raising funds and responding to humanitarian 
needs. 

ms. amos called for strengthened relationships and networks between regional organizations, 
humanitarian actors, the private sector and academia to create knowledge, additional capacity and 
expertise in the humanitarian field. she also emphasized the importance of putting affected people 
front and center in humanitarian response efforts.

the world humanitarian summit is a unique opportunity to deliver a more peaceful, prosperous, 
stable and sustainable future for all, ms. amos argued, and called on participants to use the sum-
mit process as an opportunity to formulate solutions to key challenges such as how best to protect 
civilians, safeguard humanitarian access, address the gap between humanitarian needs and avail-
able funds and create a diverse and inclusive global humanitarian system.   

note: the above are summaries of the high-level opening remarks. 

please visit www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/whs_mena for a full video recording of the open-
ing session.

http://www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/whs_mena
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PREsENTATION ON ThE wORLd huMANITARIAN suMMIT
gLOBAL PROCEss

Dr. Jemilah Mahmood, Chief of the World Humanitarian Sum-
mit secretariat, explained the background for the world hu-
manitarian summit. she stated that the increasing number of 
crises and humanitarian needs are putting the international 
humanitarian system and local response efforts under growing 
stress and emphasized the need for new and innovative ways to 
respond to humanitarian needs in today’s riskier, more unpre-
dictable and resource-constrained world.

dr. mahmood described how discussions during the whs con-
sultations to date have converged around six key issues. first, 
making affected people prime agents of response, by giving 
them a stronger voice and choice in how their needs are ad-
dressed; second, localizing preparedness and response, by re-
sponding to the strong call from countries, communities and 
local organizations for their greater lead in risk management 

and emergency response; third, overcoming the humanitarian and development divide to strength-
en and build resilience to recurrent and protracted crises; fourth, reinforcing humanitarian action 
in conflict situations by confronting violations of international humanitarian law and finding new 
ways to ensure that affected people have access to assistance and protection; fifth, adjusting the 
international humanitarian system and finance mechanisms by re-calibrating them to deal with 
different types and scales of crises; and sixth, creating the right conditions to promote  innovation 
and the changes needed to better prepare for future challenges.     

she described how further consultations with a wide number of stakeholders, such as the private 
sector, youth and faith-based leaders and organizations will take place in the lead-up to the sum-
mit, with all findings feeding into the whs global consultation in october 2015 in geneva. following 
the global consultation, a secretary-general’s report will be produced. the report will establish 
the vision for the world humanitarian summit, set out critical areas for action, and include recom-
mendations on how to take these forward.

dr. mahmood stressed the importance of not letting the opportunity to create meaningful change 
pass by and stated that the summit must be used to reaffirm the commitment to humanity and the 
fundamental principles that underpin humanitarian work. she underscored the necessity of the 
summit being a platform from which innovative partnerships and initiatives can be launched. she 
recognized that some of the summit’s recommendations may be implemented immediately where-
as others may require further follow-up through inter-governmental processes. dr. mahmood 
hoped that the process of change for the mena region would begin with the regional consultaion 
and not wait until the summit in istanbul.  
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PREsENTATION ON ThE PREPARATORy sTAkEhOLdER
CONsuLTATIONs IN ThE REgION

Ms. Rema Jamous-Imseis, Head of OCHA’s Regional Office for 
the Middle East and North Africa, presented the main findings 
of the preparatory consultations that were conducted across 
the mena region between may 2014 and february 2015. ad-
dressing the participants on behalf of the regional steering 
group, she explained that the goal of the process was to raise 
awareness about the whs among a wide range of humanitari-
an actors across the region and, more importantly, to seek their 
views on how to improve the future of humanitarian action. 

in total, the preparatory stakeholder consultations reached 
1,230 people across all 17 countries of the mena region, in-
cluding over 400 organizations from a wide range of constit-
uencies. ms. Jamous-imseis emphasized the conscious effort 
made to consult a large number of civil society organizations 
in the region, given that they are often at the frontline of hu-

manitarian response, embedded in the communities they serve. refugees, internally displaced 
people, migrants and impacted host communities were also consulted, in line with the summit’s 
commitment to keep affected people at the heart of the discussions. in addition, a number of con-
sultations were held to capture the different views and perspectives of member states, united na-
tions agencies, international non-governmental organizations, national societies of the red cross 
and red crescent movement, youth and the media. ms. Jamous-imseis praised the efforts of the 
regional steering group in guiding the stakeholder consultations and ensuring local ownership of 
the process.

summarizing the views and observations of the wide variety of stakeholders consulted, ms. 
Jamous-imseis said that people and organizations across the region were surprisingly unified 
in their hopes and concerns. she highlighted that respondents had articulated a clear message: 
humanitarian aid cannot be a substitute for political action. they consistently expressed outrage 
at the staggering level of human casualties and suffering witnessed in the region, declaring the 
current situation unacceptable and calling for solutions that tackle the root causes of vulnerability 
and distress. 

ms. Jamous-imseis explained that the preparatory consultations with stakeholders in the mena 
region identified eleven priority humanitarian issues. these issues were presented in detail in the 
stakeholder analysis report, which was distributed to all participants prior to the regional consul-
tation. the full report is available at:  www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/whs_mena. 

in summary, the eleven priority issues were as follows:

•	  Protection of civilians: stakeholders identified the protection of civilians as a priority con-
cern, with affected communities highlighting security or protection as one of their main 
humanitarian needs. those consulted pointed to the increasing scale and severity of at-
tacks against civilians and expressed frustration at the overall lack of accountability for 
violations of international law. 

http://www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/whs_mena
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•	  Humanitarian access: restrictions on the ability of humanitarian organizations to reach 
people in need were seen as one of the most pervasive challenges to effective humanitar-
ian action in the region. affected communities stressed the negative impact that limited 
access has on their lives and livelihoods and humanitarian organizations called for gov-
ernments and other actors to ensure the protection of aid workers and unimpeded access, 
including through mitigating the negative impact of counter-terrorism legislations.

•	  Responding to protracted crisis and displacement: the protracted nature of displace-
ment in the region is pushing the humanitarian system far beyond the boundaries of what 
it was designed to manage, with a handful of countries bearing the burden of hosting the 
displaced. there was consensus on the need to find innovative ways of sustainably meeting 
people’s needs with dignity, including by greater burden sharing and focusing on building 
resilience through better cooperation between humanitarian and development actors.

•	  Principles of humanitarian action: the core principles of humanity, impartiality, neutrality 
and independence were widely accepted among stakeholders, with a particular emphasis 
on the importance of providing assistance on the basis of need and without discrimination. 
yet, in practice, many humanitarian organizations and affected people felt that the prin-
ciples are not well respected, citing appearance, faith and political prerogatives as often 
determining the criteria for who receives assistance. 

•	  Engagement with affected communities: stakeholders underscored the importance of 
meaningful involvement of affected communities in all phases of humanitarian action, 
highlighting that they are often best-placed to determine their own needs. this should 
include frequent communication with communities and devolving some decision-making 
power to them, with the aim of giving choice to affected people, strengthening their re-
sponse role and ensuring their specific needs are being met effectively.  

•	  Emergency preparedness and disaster risk reduction: preparatory consultations con-
firmed the importance of preparing for emergencies and reducing risks; yet stakehold-
ers regretted how investment in preparedness remains low in the region. they were also 
concerned about the lack of response to early warning signs and limited knowledge and 
capacity of how to effectively prepare for crises.

•	  Coordination and collaboration between international, regional and domestic institu-
tions: stakeholders called for humanitarian coordination mechanisms to become more 
inclusive and representative of the breadth of humanitarian responders in the region. 
moreover, they emphasized the importance of strengthening and building local response 
capacity, calling on international organizations to play a greater role in this regard. 

•	  Humanitarian financing: there was widespread recognition that the level of available re-
sources is failing to adequately meet the scale of demand in the region. this led stakehold-
ers to emphasize the need to better utilize existing humanitarian resources and to mobilize 
additional sources of funding. there were also calls for donors to fulfill their pledges and 
for more partnerships with financial institutions and the private sector. the importance of 
donor coordination was also highlighted, particularly between international donors and 
those from the region.

•	  Enhancing the role of media: humanitarian organizations and affected communities rec-
ognized the power of the media in shaping the perceptions and response of individuals, 
organizations and governments to humanitarian crises. they called for objective reporting 
of humanitarian issues, whilst media representatives emphasized the need for training of 
journalists and for greater openness and transparency of humanitarian organizations in 
providing information. 
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•	  Empowering youth in humanitarian action: the role of youth in humanitarian response 
was widely recognized, including through volunteerism, which has a long history and tra-
dition in the region. there were calls to strengthen volunteer networks and train youth in 
order to promote their coherent and consistent engagement in humanitarian response.

•	  Migration: as the region continues to see large migration flows, stakeholders noted the 
vulnerability of migrants and expressed concern about exposure to human trafficking, sex-
ual, social and economic exploitation and journeys fraught with risks. they also highlighted 
the impact of crises in the region on international migrants, many of whom have become 
stranded in conflict areas. 

 ms. Jamous-imseis concluded her presentation with a plea to the stakeholders present at the re-
gional consultation to capitalize on their rich experience and suggest ways of addressing the main 
challenges that emerged from the preparatory consultations. in so doing, the regional consultation 
for mena was an opportunity to ensure the voices and concerns of the region shape the focus and 
outcomes of the summit in istanbul.
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hIgh-LEvEL REMARks

His Excellency Imad Najib Fakhoury, Minister of Planning and 
International Cooperation of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jor-
dan, stated that unprecedented political, economic and social 
upheaval in the mena region is the cause  of growing human 
suffering and humanitarian crises. stressing that humanitari-
an needs must be addressed in conjunction with developmen-
tal and resilience concerns, he underlined the need to resolve 
the crises in the region through political solutions.

mr. fakhoury commended the generosity of countries in the 
region for opening their doors to syrian refugees and urged 
the international community to further support them in or-
der to lessen the impact of the crisis, preserve critical devel-
opment gains, sustain social and economic stability and meet 
the needs of the most vulnerable. mr. fakhoury highlighted the 
role of Jordan in hosting millions of refugees over the last few 

decades and expressed gratitude for those that have assisted and supported response efforts in 
Jordan to date. however, given that the syria crisis has stretched the limits of Jordanian resourc-
es, mr. fakhoury called upon donors to further assist Jordan in meeting the requirements of the 
Jordan national response plan 2015.  

mr. fakhoury welcomed mr. antonio guterres, the un high commissioner for refugees, whose 
presence, he said, signaled an important step towards achieving the required linkages between 
humanitarian and development cooperation with the aim of promoting more effective and coherent 
assistance.

Mr. Antonio Guterres, United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees, noted that in recognition of the deteriorating 
humanitarian situation globally and in the region, the whs is 
needed now more than ever. he identified two key areas of ur-
gent reform: first, making the humanitarian system truly uni-
versal, based on inclusive values, and second, addressing the 
current shortcomings of humanitarian financing and how funds 
are utilized.

mr. guterres noted how despite ongoing efforts, the current 
humanitarian system is not global but rather un-centric and 
western-inspired. he argued that it is possible to build a univer-
sal humanitarian system and noted that the central elements 
of modern-day humanitarianism – international refugee law, 
international humanitarian law and humanitarian principles – 
are rooted in the cultures and religions of numerous civiliza-

tions around the world and can all be found, for example, in islamic traditions and islamic law, as 
well as in the teachings and holy writings of other faith traditions. he also noted how humanitarian 
efforts are grounded in the universal values of generosity and solidarity.

mr. guterres called for greater recognition of the universality of humanitarian values and for cur-
rent coordination systems, such as the inter-agency standing committee, to adapt and better 
include the diversity of humanitarian actors. he urged all stakeholders to better work together, 
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guided by their shared values, and to address people’s needs in a coordinated manner.

on the growing funding shortfall, mr. guterres identified three necessary measures to address the 
problem. first, the need to build new partnerships that increase available funds and ensure effec-
tive coordination to avoid gaps and overlap and reduce overhead costs. 

second, mr. guterres called for early and more consistent involvement of development actors in 
crisis situations. he noted the need for countries like Jordan to receive development funding de-
spite their middle-income status, given that they provide the first line of defense to the interna-
tional community’s collective security, which should be recognized in development cooperation 
policies.

third, the mr. guterres regretted that humanitarian funding is currently given on a voluntary ba-
sis and suggested that at least for the largest humanitarian emergencies, such as the syria and 
iraq crises, humanitarian response should be able to rely partially on assessed contributions. he 
emphasized that these emergencies are a collective international responsibility and should not be 
shouldered by a handful of countries alone. 

mr. guterres concluded by expressing concern about the inability of the international community 
to prevent and resolve the conflicts that are at the root of humanitarian crises. he urged all stake-
holders, including governments, civil society and international organizations, to implement these 
reforms and draw attention to increasing human suffering and the need for adequate funding to 
assist affected people and to support countries like Jordan in their response efforts.

note: the above are summaries of the high-level remarks. 

please visit www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/whs_mena for a full video recording of the remarks.

http://www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/whs_mena
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ThE “sPIRIT OF huMANITy” PhOTOgRAPhy CONTEsT

a photography contest on the theme “spirit of humanity” was organized ahead of the regional 
consultation, calling on photographers to document and share moments of solidarity and hope 
amidst increasing human suffering and humanitarian needs in the mena region. 459 submissions 
were received between 25 January and 15 february 2015, depicting both tragic consequences of 
conflict and images of hope and humanity. the most inspiring photographs were selected by a 
jury composed of humanitarian and photography professionals on the basis of technical merit, 
relevance to the theme, originality, composition and impact. the pictures were displayed at the 
regional consultation and the two winners, with photographs from syria and gaza, were awarded 
professional cameras. 
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ThEMATIC dIsCussIONs ANd RECOMMENdATIONs

the main discussions at the regional consultation meeting took place in thematic group sessions, 
facilitated by regional and global experts. the regional steering group had selected six key issues 
of focus that were the most consistently raised in the preparatory stakeholder consultations: pro-
tection of civilians, humanitarian access, protracted crises and displacement, localizing human-
itarian response, emergency preparedness and humanitarian financing. the main outcomes and 
recommendations of the discussions were captured in the co-chairs’ summary, presented on the 
final day of the regional consultation and annexed to this report. the following sections outline in 
more detail the substance of the discussions and highlight the key recommendations that emerged 
from the breakout sessions and subsequent plenary discussions.

Protection of civilians

the group discussions focused on two main aspects related to the protection of civilians: account-
ability and legal frameworks and the roles of various actors in protecting civilians.

participants uniformly echoed the conclusion of the preparatory stakeholder analysis: protection 
of civilians is a priority concern in the mena region. they lamented the increasing scale and sever-
ity of attacks against civilians, including in iraq, libya, palestine, syria and yemen. they expressed 
concern about civilians bearing the brunt of conflicts and not being sufficiently protected. the 
failure to protect civilians was seen to be due, in part, to the inability and/or unwillingness of gov-
ernments and non-state actors to address the root causes of protection concerns. participants 
highlighted how political prerogatives and interests often override humanitarian imperatives, with 
the un security council strongly criticized. 

there were calls for greater respect of international legal instruments that govern the protection 
of civilians. the primary responsibility of states in this regard was emphasized in all breakout 
discussions, with strong calls for greater accountability for those that violate these laws. partici-
pants put forward several recommendations for governments: first, to ratify international instru-
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ments pertaining to the protection of civilians, in particular the second additional protocol to the 
geneva conventions and the 1951 refugee convention; second, to establish national committees 
on international humanitarian law (ihl) where these are not yet in place, and ensure relevant 
national legislation is in line with international law; third, to provide IHL training for armed forces, 
the  police and other relevant officials, with the support of donors and participation of humanitar-
ian actors where necessary; and fourth, to monitor the application of IHL and hold perpetrators 
of violations accountable through the establishment of national or international mechanisms or 
to activate those that are already in place. this included calls for the better use of international 
courts, notably the international criminal court. there was concern at perceived double standards 
in condemning and calling to account those that violate ihl in the region, with participants calling 
for greater enforcement in an objective and universal manner. 

participants urged regional organizations, such as the arab maghreb union, gulf cooperation 
council, league of arab states and organization of islamic cooperation, to strengthen their role 
in the protection of civilians. they put forward a number of suggestions in this regard: first, they 
proposed the adoption of regional instruments to protect and assist internally displaced persons 
(idps), building on the experience from other regions, citing the kampala convention2 as an exam-
ple; second, they suggested establishing regional mechanisms to monitor violations of IHL, civil-
ian casualties and access issues; and third, they called for fostering consensus among Member 
States on concrete measures to protect civilians in conflicts. some participants also suggested 
that regional organizations could act as a “moral authority” to guide their member states on better 
protecting civilians from violence.

there were demands from 
participants for parties to con-
flict, including armed groups, 
to meet their obligations in 
respecting IHL and facilitat-
ing the work of humanitari-
an actors by ensuring access 
and lifting restrictions that 
preclude their work. many 
participants suggested that 
this requires humanitarian 
actors to engage in dialogue 
with all parties to a conflict. in 
line with ihl and against the 
backdrop of concerns about 
the negative impact of coun-
ter-terrorism legislation on 

humanitarian action, participants emphasized the need to encourage rather than criminalize this 
engagement with armed groups for legitimate humanitarian purposes.

the breakout groups also addressed the role of the international donor community in the pro-
tection of civilians. participants requested donors to ensure sufficient funding for protection ac-
tivities in addition to supporting the delivery of material assistance. they encouraged donors to 
support initiatives aimed at promoting respect for IHL and human rights throughout the region, 
including by funding ihl training to their government counterparts and supporting the implemen-
tation of legal protection frameworks. donors were also encouraged to support initiatives that 
strengthen preparedness to protect civilians in potential conflicts.

2   formally known as the african union convention for the protection and assistance of internally displaced persons in africa.
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participants discussed the role of humanitarian organizations in protecting civilians, including in 
situations where governments are unable or unwilling to fulfill their protection responsibilities. 
they re-emphasized that primary responsibility lies with states but that protection should be at 
the heart of humanitarian action with mechanisms for achieving this objective in line with insti-
tutional mandates and strengths. identifying protection concerns should be an integral part of 
humanitarian needs assessments and programming, including by tackling the protection needs 
of specific groups, such as women, young men, children, refugees, internally displaced persons, 
migrants, religious minorities, detainees, the elderly and those living with disabilities. it was also 
deemed important that these activities are effectively coordinated between and within different 
sectors to avoid gaps in protection.

participants suggested that humanitarian organizations should collectively advocate for adequate 
space to provide protection in situations where their operations are hindered by governments or 
parties to a conflict, for example by restricting access. some participants also called for humani-
tarian organizations to enhance their capacities in protection through training and mentoring of 
their staff and to adjust their protection approaches to increasingly urban contexts, in which they 
cater to specific needs and sensitize host communities to protection issues.

participants recognized the critical role played by civil society organizations, including the na-
tional societies of the red cross and red crescent movement, in protecting civilians. this includ-
ed applying and promoting local customs and practices in protecting civilians and disseminating 
information on international law to idps and refugees, as well as to their host communities. civil 
society organizations were encouraged to train their staff on IHL and International Human Rights 
Law (ihrl), with support from international partners, and to disseminate information about legal 
rights already during peacetime as a preparedness action. participants suggested that local civil 
society organizations, including youth groups, use their collective power to lobby their govern-
ments and other actors to better protect civilians. 

participants in several groups called on the United Nations to review the Human Rights Up Front 
initiative and to translate it into concrete actions. they urged the un to maintain a central focus on 
ihrl and ihl irrespective of organizational mandates or political pressure.

several groups discussed the influence the media can have on the protection of civilians. the me-
dia was seen as a powerful tool to raise awareness of ihl violations, but was also seen as having 
a negative impact on safety and protection, when humanitarian reporting is politicized and sensa-
tionalized. participants called for close cooperation between humanitarian actors and the media, 
with the aim of promoting humanitarian values and highlighting protection needs.

the universality of protection of civilians as a principle was discussed in several groups. partic-
ipants pointed to various protection frameworks and practices that exist in the region, such as 
sharia law, which are comparable with those found in the geneva conventions. they called for fur-
ther exploration of the synergies between these and international legal protection frameworks, 
with the intention of developing context-specific practices and interventions that can better protect 
civilians on the ground. for example, some participants advocated for more systematic implemen-
tation of islamic traditions, such al ash-hor al haram, which calls for pauses in fighting during 
holy months of the year. 

the role of religious leaders and scholars in addressing protection issues and facilitating assis-
tance whenever this is possible was emphasized, although some participants cautioned against 
over-emphasizing the impartiality of such leaders when protecting and assisting people in need, 
arguing that they can sometimes favour their own constituencies. overall, there were calls for 
greater dialogue and engagement with religious leaders on how protection frameworks and prac-
tices could be better implemented on the ground.
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key recommendations

•	  governments should ratify international instruments pertaining to the protection of civil-
ians and to ensure national legislation is in conformity with international law;

•	  governments, regional organizations and the international community should hold perpe-
trators of violations accountable in an objective and universal manner;

•	  regional organizations should adopt instruments that protect and assist idps, building on 
experiences from other regions;

•	  international donor community should support protection activities and initiatives aimed at 
promoting respect for ihl and human rights throughout the region;

•	  parties to conflict should meet their international legal obligations, including by ensuring 
access and lifting restrictions that impede humanitarian action;

•	  humanitarian organizations should identify protection concerns as an integral part of hu-
manitarian needs assessments and programming, taking into account the specific needs 
of different groups;

•	  all stakeholders should explore synergies between protection frameworks grounded in 
international law and those based on  other traditions and norms in order to develop con-
text-specific practices to better protect civilians; and

•	  all stakeholders should support humanitarian dialogue between humanitarian organiza-
tions and all concerned parties to promote the protection of civilians.
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humanitarian access

the group discussions focused on three main aspects related to humanitarian access: the role 
of governments and non-state actors in facilitating and/or denying access, humanitarian actors’ 
proximity to affected people and dialogue with all parties to conflict.

participants agreed with stakeholders consulted across the region during the preparatory consul-
tations: limited humanitarian access has become a significant obstacle to meeting needs. this 
was seen to be the case both in terms of affected people’s access to humanitarian assistance and 
protection as well as humanitarian organizations’ access to people in need. participants recog-
nized that access is critical to effective humanitarian action, including understanding the numbers 
of people affected and their specific needs, if organizations are to respond in an impartial, timely 
and dignified manner. 

while re-affirming the principle of state sovereignty, participants called on governments and other 
parties to conflict, including armed groups, to facilitate unimpeded humanitarian access. they 
discussed the role of governments in situations where they are party to a conflict and called on 
them to uphold their responsibility in ensuring people have access to life-saving assistance in line 
with ihl. participants also noted the bureaucratic obstacles faced by many humanitarian organi-
zations in the region and urged governments to grant visas and ease administrative procedures 
to facilitate timely and effective response. the situation of people in besieged areas and occupied 
territories was noted as particularly concerning; participants encouraged all parties to allow peo-
ple’s freedom of movement to access the assistance and protection they require. 

in situations where a government limits humanitarian access, participants called on international 
and regional organizations to exert diplomatic pressure on their Member States to facilitate ac-
cess. regional organizations, such as the las and oic, were also encouraged to activate existing 
resolutions on facilitating access. 

the breakout groups discussed cross-border operations as a means to accessing populations in 
need. some participants emphasized state sovereignty and the consent of the state as the over-
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riding principle in determining the legality of such operations. others placed more importance on 
the humanitarian imperative and the moral obligation to assist people in need, arguing that state 
sovereignty should not be used as a justification for blocking relief, especially in situations where 
the government is not granting sufficient access. participants called on governments and organi-
zations with prior experience in providing cross-border assistance to share lessons learned with 
other humanitarian actors to help reach populations in need.

participants advocated for the promotion of respect for the principles of humanitarian action 
and IHL, as well as for identifying complementary normative frameworks drawn from local and 
regional cultural and faith traditions. they also called for the development of dedicated training 
for humanitarian actors, affected populations, governments and donors on these principles and 
frameworks. humanitarian organizations were further encouraged to establish a platform to ad-
vocate for humanitarian access and for respect for the principles of humanitarian action and ihl.

participants repeatedly called for the de-politicization of humanitarian action and for ensuring 
that assistance is provided in a transparent manner and on the basis of need alone. they criticized 
the UN Security Council for politicizing humanitarian issues and decried the use of vetoes. They 
further lamented the Security Council’s failure to enforce existing resolutions on humanitarian 
access and cross-border assistance. some argued that the media should be encouraged to shed 
light on politicized humanitarian decision-making as a means of exerting pressure to improve ac-
cess and raise awareness of the issue.

Breakout discussions ad-
dressed the need for human-
itarian organizations to nego-
tiate access with all parties 
to a conflict as well as tribal, 
community and faith lead-
ers in order to reach affected 
people. the principles of hu-
manitarian action were widely 
re-affirmed and deemed im-
portant for facilitating human-
itarian operations in conflict 
areas. participants reiterated 
the view that humanitarian 
dialogue should not be crim-
inalized but encouraged by 
donors and national govern-
ments. some participants 
proposed using mediators or third parties to facilitate their access. 

while the importance of countering terrorism in the region was recognized, participants re-
gretted its negative impact on humanitarian access. counter-terrorism legislation was seen to 
particularly hamper the ability of humanitarian organizations to negotiate with non-state ac-
tors and receive financial transfers from international donors. donor-imposed restrictions on 
funding were also seen as an obstacle to implementing programmes and priorities based on 
need. participants therefore called on donor agencies and national governments for greater 
clarity of the implications of these laws to safeguard their ability to operate. they proposed 
that humanitarian organizations document the impact of counter-terrorism measures in order 
to encourage changes to laws that restrict humanitarian access. they also called for greater 
transparency and dialogue between humanitarian organizations and donors to identify ways 
to reach people without aid groups risking prosecution for legitimate humanitarian action. such 
dialogue should include regional stakeholders, institutions and policy-making bodies involved in 
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developing counter-terrorism laws, including the african union, the gulf cooperation council, 
the league of arab states, the middle east and north africa financial action task force and the 
organization of islamic cooperation.

the importance of close proximity of humanitarian organizations to the people they serve was 
deemed essential for building trust and acceptance with affected communities, thereby increasing 
humanitarian access. participants suggested that humanitarian organizations raise awareness of 
their programmes, mandates and targeting criteria among communities, including the govern-
ment, military and armed groups. they were also advised to work closely with local community 
representatives and faith leaders. in situations where proximity to people is deemed impossible, 
innovative and creative options should be explored, such as mapping needs through telecommu-
nication technology.

participants condemned the high number of attacks against humanitarian workers and proper-
ty in the region, noting that humanitarians are also frequently attacked by criminal gangs and 
armed tribes. they demanded action to protect those providing humanitarian assistance, with 
some debate over whether humanitarian organizations should hire private security companies to 
protect their staff. one suggestion put forward was for the international community to hold states 
and non-state actors accountable and financially liable if they deliberately attack humanitarian 
workers or cause financial loss to the humanitarian sector, for example by damaging medical and 
educational facilities.

given their knowledge of the context and their longstanding relations with the communities they 
work for, participants called for strengthening the role of local organizations and volunteer groups 
in aid delivery, including in situations where access is limited. participants advocated for capacity 
building at the local level, ideally before a crisis, and hiring senior staff locally rather than filling 
key positions with international staff. they placed emphasis on shared ownership of humanitarian 
programming, rather than international agencies “remotely managing” their local partners. a con-
cern was raised, however, about the transfer of risk in insecure environments from international to 
local organizations. international organizations were encouraged to ensure adequate staff safety 
and security for local partners through the provision of financial resources, assets and insurance 
schemes, and for donors to fund such security measures as required.

key recommendations

•	  governments and other parties to conflicts, including armed groups, should facilitate un-
impeded humanitarian access in line with humanitarian principles;

•	  regional organizations should encourage member states to facilitate humanitarian ac-
cess, including through activating or implementing existing mechanisms in this regard;

•	  all stakeholders should promote respect for the principles of humanitarian action and ihl, 
as well as identify complementary normative frameworks drawn from local traditions, with 
aim of promoting access and de-politicizing humanitarian action;

•	  humanitarian organizations should consistently negotiate with all concerned parties to 
better reach affected people and to ensure close proximity to the people they serve;

•	  humanitarian organizations, donor governments, regional organizations and member 
states should initiate a regional dialogue to identify ways of mitigating the negative effects 
of counter-terrorism legislation on legitimate humanitarian work; and

•	  all stakeholders should promote respect for and protection of humanitarian workers and 
volunteers.
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Protracted crises and displacement

the breakout discussions focused on four main aspects related to protracted crises and displace-
ment: fostering durable solutions, bridging the humanitarian-development divide, developing 
knowledge and expertise and responding to the needs of the displaced arising from their particu-
lar context.

participants concurred with stakeholders consulted in the preparatory process: that the increase 
in protracted conflict and long-term displacement in the mena region is pushing the humanitarian 
system far beyond the boundaries of what it was designed to manage. the failure to find politi-
cal solutions to address the root causes of these situations has further increased the protracted 
nature of humanitarian crises in the region. the regional dimensions of these crises have also 
impacted the number of countries affected. as a result, participants called for stronger regional 
and national conflict resolution mechanisms that could help end these crises and the resulting 
human suffering.  

discussions focused on the burden placed on countries in the region that have welcomed large 
numbers of refugees, including egypt, Jordan, lebanon, iraq and turkey. they called on the inter-
national community to more equitably share the burden of hosting refugees and provide greater 
support to impacted host countries and communities, whose ability to continue supporting refu-
gees has declined as the crises continue. a number of suggestions were put forward in this regard: 
first, response efforts should give priority to host governments and local institutions building, 
upgrading and expanding national infrastructure and service delivery; second, there should be 
an increased focus on durable solutions for displaced populations, including the development of 
a fixed quota for third country resettlement and supporting voluntary return under appropriate cir-
cumstances; third, countries dependent on labour migration in the region should be encouraged to 
provide refugees with temporary residency and employment opportunities that take advantage 
of their skills and expertise based on an analysis of market needs and benefits for host communi-
ties; and fourth, international financial institutions should provide investments under favourable 
terms to help middle-income countries rapidly shoulder the burden of hosting refugees. 
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all the breakout groups highlighted the importance of bridging the efforts of humanitarian and 
development actors in assisting displaced populations and host communities. participants called 
for continued life-saving assistance and emergency relief, including cash assistance, coupled with 
recovery and sustainable livelihood interventions. the latter could include temporary employment 
and income generating opportunities that support the local economy and investments in basic 
services and infrastructure, benefiting both the displaced and the host communities. the regional 
refugee and resilience plan (3rp) in response to the syria crisis was seen as a positive develop-
ment in promoting this approach and participants stressed that development interventions need 
to come at an early stage of a crisis and be implemented in partnership with national authorities 
and the private sector to ensure sustainability, local ownership and alignment with national prior-
ities. the importance of engaging host and displaced communities in the design, implementation 
and evaluation of these interventions was also highlighted. there were also discussions on the 
importance of registering and counting the displaced as a necessary basis for understanding their 
basic needs and the levels of assistance and protection they require.

some participants expressed 
frustration at the repeated but 
fruitless efforts to more sus-
tainably respond to the needs 
of the displaced, arguing that 
promoting resilience and 
bridging the humanitarian-de-
velopment divide have been 
discussed for several years 
without significant results. 
thus, to ensure that lessons 
are learned, there were sug-
gestions to establish a forum 
of experts that convenes pe-
riodically for particular pro-
tracted crises, mandated to 
evaluate the extent to which 
donors and humanitarian and 

development actors are effectively building resilience and coordinating among themselves and 
their national counterparts. 

the breakout groups also addressed the increasingly urban character of displacement crises in 
the region, recognizing that the overwhelming majority of the displaced in the region have settled 
in urban areas rather than in camps. as result, participants called on governments, including at 
the municipal level, as well as donors and humanitarian actors, to take into account the urban 
context in humanitarian and development programs. 

participants acknowledged that more thorough research and knowledge creation could support 
and inform sustainable responses to displaced people’s needs. this led to a recommendation to 
establish academic, research and training institutes that focus on responding to protracted cri-
ses and promoting holistic approaches to crisis management, including the prevention of future 
displacement.

concerns were raised about people’s vulnerability to human trafficking, with participants calling 
for greater counter-trafficking efforts in all phases of a crisis, including awareness-raising in-
terventions and legal and humanitarian response. migrants were deemed particularly vulnerable 
and there were suggestions to expand regular migration programmes, which would mitigate irreg-
ular migration and exposure to trafficking. 
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discussions also addressed the psychosocial impact of violent conflict and protracted displace-
ment, with participants calling on humanitarian organizations to prioritize the provision of tar-
geted psychosocial support. the disproportionate impact of armed conflict and displacement on 
women and children was raised, with a subsequent need to continue to place special programmat-
ic emphasis on their specific protection and assistance requirements. given the rise of extremist 
groups in the region, participants warned of the risk of radicalization among youth in the absence 
of long term prospects for education, employment and durable solutions.

key recommendations

•	  international community should more equitably share the burden of hosting refugees and 
to provide greater support to impacted host countries and communities, including efforts 
to build, upgrade and expand national infrastructure and service delivery to displaced and 
host populations;

•	  countries that are dependent on labor migration in the region should consider providing 
refugees with temporary residency and employment opportunities based on an analysis of 
market needs and benefits for host communities;

•	   all stakeholders should improve opportunities for durable solutions for displaced popu-
lations, including through the development of a fixed quota for third country resettlement 
and supporting voluntary return under appropriate circumstances;

•	  development actors should collaborate with their humanitarian counterparts from an ear-
ly stage of a crisis and implement development programs in partnership with national au-
thorities and the private sector to ensure sustainability and local ownership and alignment 
with national priorities;

•	  establish academic, research and training institutes that focus on responding to protracted 
displacement and promoting holistic approaches to crisis management, including preven-
tion of future displacement; and

•	  governments, including at the municipal level, as well as donors and humanitarian actors 
should further take into account the urban context in humanitarian and development inter-
ventions and build on current urban programming.
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Localizing humanitarian response

the group discussions focused on two main aspects related to localizing humanitarian response: 
strengthening the capacity of national and local actors in preparing for and responding to humani-
tarian crises and the relationship between domestic actors and international organizations.  

echoing the findings of the preparatory stakeholder analysis, participants called for strengthening 
the leadership role and capacity of domestic institutions and actors, such as national author-
ities, civil society organizations and affected communities in humanitarian preparedness and 
response. governments were acknowledged to have the primary responsibility in humanitarian 
action, whereas civil society and affected people were perceived to possess the best knowledge 
of the local context and needs. participants also cautioned, however, that there are different ca-
pacities and dynamics across the region and that localizing humanitarian response should not be 
a process in which the burden of response is simply shifted from the international community to 
domestic actors. instead, there needs to be a gradual process based on partnerships to strengthen 
local capacity and leadership opportunities. 

for this process to take place, participants emphasized the importance of governments devel-
oping and building on national disaster preparedness legislation and plans that set out roles 
and responsibilities among national authorities, civil society organizations and the private sector, 
amongst others, and allocate necessary resources to carry out this role. civil society actors were 
particularly vocal in calling for regulatory frameworks that promote their ability to respond and 
highlighted the importance of freedom of association and access to international funding.

 most group sessions highlighted general discontent with the approach of the international human-
itarian community, which was seen as often intervening in a crisis without taking into account local 
structures and capacities. for example, international coordination structures were deemed to be 
mainly concerned with the needs of international organizations in terms of information shared, re-
sources required to engage, language used and the need to meet donor commitments. furthermore, 
international organizations were perceived to have a vested interest in prioritizing and promoting 
their role. for instance, they often hire the most qualified staff from local organizations, act as in-
termediaries for the distribution of international funds and do not have clear exit strategies through 
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which they hand over responsibilities to national authorities or civil society. a recommendation was 
put forward for there to be clear exit strategies for international organizations in each crisis con-
text, in which plans are put in place to strengthen and build local capacity, including facilitating 
direct access to international funding. these plans should have common indicators to ensure that 
the transition is appropriate to the level of needs and domestic capacity. these plans were deemed 
particularly important in protracted crises where national actors have a long term role to play.

the role of regional organizations was also highlighted, with participants seeking the activation of 
the humanitarian coordination mechanism called for by the League of Arab States in march 2014 
and for strengthening the Gulf Cooperation Council coordination structures among national cri-
sis management rooms. these regional tools were deemed important to enhancing local capacity 
and collaboration between national actors in the region. in fact, to build capacity in the region, par-
ticipants emphasized the need to establish a regional non-political body that focuses on building 
the capacity of civil society organizations in humanitarian preparedness and response. examples 
were shared from other regions, such as the asian disaster preparedness center, as possible 
models to build on. there were also suggestions to develop guidelines and share good practices in 
local capacity building to ensure that these efforts have a sustainable impact. some participants 
were critical of current efforts, often deemed to enhance local engagement with international re-
sponse mechanisms rather than to build local leadership.  

participants suggested that 
greater collaboration be-
tween local, national and in-
ternational actors requires a 
sustained effort to build trust 
and meaningful partnerships. 
they highlighted a lack of 
transparency and clear pow-
er imbalances between inter-
national and national stake-
holders, with one suggestion 
to base these relationships on 
the Principles of Partnership. 

3 the Inter-Agency Standing 
Committee (iasc) was men-
tioned as a global policymak-
ing platform which impacts 
humanitarian action across 
the region but is composed of mainly western actors. there were calls to review the IASC and for it 
to be adapted to better reflect the diversity of humanitarian actors. its regional decentralization 
was seen as a way to make it more inclusive and relevant. another example given was the un-led 
humanitarian country teams (hcts), which participants argued are western-biased and rarely in-
clude national organizations and in a superficial way. they called for greater local representation 
in the UN HCTs and for these fora to be more accessible by using local languages or translation at 
minimum.  

participants stressed that efforts to localize humanitarian response should focus on ensuring ef-
fective engagement with and accountability to affected communities. whilst many national au-
thorities and humanitarian organizations claim to put people at the heart of their work, participants 
argued that in practice such efforts are falling short. they suggested putting in place mechanisms 

3   the principles of partnership were endorsed by the global humanitarian platform in July 2007. they recognize both the diversi-
ty and interdependence of humanitarian actors and strive to enhance the effectiveness of humanitarian action and partnership 
based on the following principles: equality, transparency, result-oriented approach, responsibility and complementarity. for 
further information, see http://goo.gl/uzffql.
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that engage affected communities in all stages of preparedness and response, including contin-
gency planning, needs assessments, programme implementation and monitoring and evaluation. 
participants also called for enhancing the role of affected communities as first responders through 
training, forming associations and providing them with access to resources. 

in addition, effective communication with affected and vulnerable communities was stressed as 
an important part of engaging them in humanitarian action. new information and communication 
technologies and the wide use of social media in the region were seen to offer opportunities to 
enhance two-way dialogue with these communities, including in contexts where there is limited 
humanitarian access. Engaging the media was also seen as an opportunity for further outreach 
and sensitization to humanitarian action, for example regarding humanitarian organizations’ roles, 
responsibilities and guiding principles.  

the role of youth was repeatedly highlighted in the discussions. young people are already engaged 
in humanitarian activities across the region, but greater support is needed in institutionalizing and 
supporting their efforts, including through the development of youth and volunteer associations 
or youth branches of ngos and community organizations.    

key recommendations

•	  all stakeholders should work towards strengthening the leadership role and capacity of 
domestic institutions and actors, such as national authorities, civil society organizations 
and affected communities in humanitarian preparedness and response; 

•	  governments  should develop and build on national disaster preparedness legislation and 
plans that set out roles and responsibilities among national authorities, civil society or-
ganizations and the private sector, amongst others, and allocate the necessary resources 
to carry out this role; 

•	  international organizations should set clear exit strategies, in which plans are put in place 
to strengthen and build local capacity and facilitate direct access to international funding;

•	  las should activate the resolution calling for the establishment of a humanitarian co-
ordination mechanism passed in march 2014 and the gulf cooperation council should 
strengthen the coordination structures among national crisis management rooms;

•	  establish a regional non-political body that focuses on building the capacity of civil society 
organizations to prepare for and respond to disasters and humanitarian crises;

•	  review the composition of the inter-agency standing committee and humanitarian coun-
try teams to better include and reflect the needs of a wider range of humanitarian actors 
from the region;

•	  humanitarian organizations should establish and/or strengthen mechanisms to engage 
affected communities in all stages of preparedness and response, including contingency 
planning, needs assessment, programme implementation, monitoring and evaluation; 

•	  all relevant stakeholders should promote the use of media and new technologies for en-
hancing dialogue with affected and vulnerable communities and promoting sensitization 
on humanitarian action; and 

•	  governments and humanitarian organizations should better support youth engagement in 
humanitarian preparedness and response, including through the development of youth and 
volunteer associations or youth branches of ngos and community organizations.
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Emergency preparedness

the group discussions focused on three main aspects related to emergency preparedness: pro-
moting and supporting the role of governments and regional organizations, developing a better 
understanding of risk of preparedness and strengthening the culture of preparedness among rel-
evant actors.

recognizing that the frequency and severity of natural disasters has increased significantly in the 
last decades, participants emphasized the importance of prioritizing emergency preparedness in 
the mena region. they acknowledged the centrality of governments in leading such efforts and 
called on national governments to develop and build on national legislation on emergency pre-
paredness, including with regard to contingency planning. where legislation exits, participants 
called on governments to do more to ensure its effective implementation, for example by clarify-
ing the roles and responsibilities of different stakeholders and ensuring that they have sufficient 
resources and capacity to carry them out.

participants also called for a better understanding of risk factors in order to ensure that pre-
paratory action can be taken to mitigate future risks. they agreed that multi-hazard risk analyses 
should be conducted more systematically and national and regional early warning systems be de-
veloped and strengthened. participants also advocated for increasing the transparency of data on 
risk and vulnerability, standardizing indicators for assessment and strengthening joint efforts in 
research and analysis. in this regard, there were calls for a stronger partnership with academic, 
scientific and business communities to capitalize on their respective areas of expertise and to 
allow for more evidence-based early warning to mobilize early action, both for natural hazards and 
man-made disasters. 

equally important for strengthening emergency response plans is to implement lessons learned 
and best practices from previous emergencies, and ensuring that they are institutionalized within 
national authorities and institutions. some participants drew examples from the region, such as 
gaza and libya, and argued that past experiences have not been learned from and integrated into 
national plans. doing so could potentially curb financial and development losses and strengthen 
resilience through evidence-based prevention, helping to shift the focus away from predominantly 
response and recovery. 
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participants urged governments to endorse regional instruments and mechanisms on emergen-
cy preparedness. this included a recommendation for governments to promote and facilitate the 
implementation of regional initiatives such as the Arab Strategy for DRR 2020, which integrates 
disaster risk reduction measures in regional policies on sustainable development, climate change 
adaptation and disaster management coordination mechanisms. 

a recommendation put forward by many participants was to have a national contingency plan in 
place to clarify roles and responsibilities, especially those of first responders. this would ensure 
responses of national and international actors complement existing national strategies and frame-
works, enhance coordination and amplify the impact and sustainability of preparedness efforts. 
these contingency plans should be based on strong partnerships between national disaster man-
agement authorities and the multiple stakeholders involved in disaster risk reduction activities. 
these partnerships could be strengthened through the creation of national platforms that bring 
these actors together to promote contingency planning and pre-disaster recovery planning. 

the importance of emergency 
preparedness was also high-
lighted in the context of man-
made crises, especially given 
the current level of conflict 
and displacement countries 
are facing in the region. par-
ticipants agreed that these 
preparedness efforts require 
greater regional and sub-re-
gional contingency planning 
and should include building 
resilience and strengthening 
infrastructure and services. 
this would be more effective 
in coping with deteriorating 
crises and avoid stretching 
the use of humanitarian assis-

tance beyond what is what designed to do. participants did emphasize, however, that the most 
effective preparedness strategy in these contexts is for political actors to address the root causes 
of crises. 

participants highlighted the importance of contextualizing preparedness efforts, since the risks 
faced by each country and the impact of crises differ across the region. this includes understand-
ing risks and vulnerabilities in urban and rural settings. 

some participants recognized the positive role that national armed forces can play in emergency 
preparedness, addressing humanitarian needs and mobilizing resources. capitalizing on this po-
tential requires improving civil-military cooperation based on established guidelines and human-
itarian principles, especially in conflict contexts.

varying levels of experience and capacity across the region were perceived as one of the main 
challenges to more successful implementation of preparedness initiatives. to strengthen capac-
ity in emergency preparedness, participants put forward several recommendations. first, they 
called for greater engagement with and support to local actors to strengthen their ownership of 
disaster preparedness and their ability to respond. second, they emphasized the need to insti-
tutionalize youth engagement, whose role and contribution to humanitarian action, recovery and 
development was widely acknowledged and commended. third, they urged governments to inte-
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grate emergency preparedness in education curricula at all levels to instill a culture of prevention 
and rapid response. fourth, they called for engaging the media, networks of religious leaders 
and new technologies to communicate with communities, raise awareness and foster a culture of 
preparedness.

echoing findings from the preparatory stakeholder consultations, participants repeatedly empha-
sized that funding for emergency preparedness is insufficient and skewed towards response and 
recovery activities. they urged donors and governments to commit a percentage of their budgets 
to emergency preparedness, informed by the cost efficiency of disaster preparedness versus re-
sponse. they also encouraged the establishment of national and regional funding mechanisms to 
support preparedness activities.

participants suggested that the private sector has the potential to assume a greater role in sup-
porting and financing preparedness activities and that its contribution should be explored and 
expanded. some breakout groups highlighted the potential advantages of engaging insurance 
companies in emergency preparedness, acknowledging that they have an interest and experience 
in risk assessment and mitigation. 

key recommendations

•	  governments should develop and implement national legislation on emergency prepared-
ness, including contingency planning, setting out clear roles and responsibilities of differ-
ent stakeholders;

•	  all stakeholders should work towards developing and strengthening national and region-
al early warning systems through enhancing multi-hazard risk analysis, increasing the 
transparency of data on risks and vulnerability, standardizing indicators for assessment 
and strengthening joint efforts in research and analysis;

•	  governments should endorse and implement regional instruments and mechanisms on 
emergency preparedness, including the arab strategy for drr 2020;

•	  governments should create national platforms involving multiple stakeholders that pro-
mote contingency planning and pre-disaster recovery planning;

•	  governments should integrate emergency preparedness in education curricula at all lev-
els;

•	  donors and governments should commit a percentage of their budgets to emergency pre-
paredness, informed by the cost efficiency of disaster preparedness versus response; and

•	  humanitarian stakeholders should engage with the private sector to help them assume a 
greater role in supporting and financing preparedness activities.
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humanitarian financing

the breakout group discussions focused on three main aspects related to humanitarian financing: 
addressing the financing gap and identifying additional sources of funding, donor principles and 
coordination and mitigating the impact of counter-terrorism legislation on the transfer of funds.

participants recognized the increasing involvement of a large array of donors from within and out-
side of the region in responding to humanitarian needs. to address the growing financing gap, they 
emphasized the importance of developing broader partnerships to mobilize additional resources 
required to meet increasing humanitarian needs. there were suggestions that in response to the 
most severe humanitarian crises, financing should be based on assessed contributions to address 
needs and ensure equitable burden sharing. these contributions could also address donor fatigue 
arising from protracted crises and ensure that long-term and recurring crises are not forgotten. 

all breakout groups voiced their concerns about what they perceived as a lack of donor commit-
ment in disbursing financial pledges made at fundraising conferences in the region. many pointed 
to the donor pledging conference for gaza, held in october 2014 in cairo, where significant amounts 
of money were pledged but only a fraction of them have actually been committed. thus, there was a 
call for donors to fulfill financial pledges and to establish follow-up mechanisms, such as the top 
donors group for the syria crisis, to ensure that pledges are received in a timely manner.

efficient use of humanitarian financing also requires donor coordination, participants argued, and 
called on donors to report their contributions in shared databases. they suggested that national 
and regional mechanisms should be established with the aim of collecting funding information 
from a diverse range of actors. this was seen as an important step in improving coordination and 
avoiding duplication of efforts. The League of Arab States’ resolution passed in march 2014 calling 
for the establishment of a coordination mechanism was suggested as one avenue for taking the 
proposal forward. 

participants urged humanitarian organizations to improve their efficiency by minimizing overhead 
costs, improving the quality of needs assessments and making greater use of cash-based pro-
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gramming. the latter was observed to have significantly increased in the region, having proven 
to be an effective way of responding to humanitarian needs in contexts of functioning markets. 
participants also urged humanitarian organizations to engage with the private sector to leverage 
their expertise in innovations and reduce operational costs.

all breakout groups called for more sustainable interventions that go beyond the delivery of 
short-term relief. given the protracted nature and scale of the crises in the region, participants 
consistently noted that humanitarian and donor communities cannot conduct “business as usual”. 
this requires interventions that focus on promoting people’s resilience and strengthening infra-
structure and service delivery, with the goal of reducing the need for humanitarian assistance in 
the medium to longer term and ensuring humanitarian funding is primarily used for life-saving 
activities. to sustain these interventions, there is a need for more predictable, flexible and longer-
term financing as well as better leveraging of development financing. 

participants stressed the importance of mobilizing additional sources of funding to support needs. 
they pointed to the culture and traditions of Islamic giving, which could be leveraged to support 
regional and local humanitarian organizations. several mechanisms were suggested, such as for-
malizing waqf and zakat4 contributions, including by establishing a transparent regional zakat 
fund for humanitarian purposes. however, some participants cautioned against creating such a 
fund on a regional level as every country has their own systems, with some independent and others 
under state jurisdiction. an alternative would therefore be to strengthen national zakat systems 
to incorporate humanitarian efforts. overall, most participants highlighted the need to further the 
dialogue with existing institutions and experts on the subject to formulate concrete proposals on 
how this could be achieved in an appropriate and viable manner.

a suggestion was put forward 
for humanitarian organizations 
to better engage the private 
sector on how their resources 
could be mobilized to support 
humanitarian efforts. they 
were encouraged to approach 
the business community with 
ideas for partnerships in the 
humanitarian field, incentiv-
ized for example by tax breaks.

a greater use of informal 
cash flows was suggested as 
a means of diversifying hu-
manitarian financing sources. 
participants argued that more 
could be done to capitalize on diaspora networks’ remittances by encouraging those sending sup-
port back to their home countries to channel these funds towards addressing the most severe 
impacts of emergencies on people’s lives and livelihoods.  

the impact of counter-terrorism legislation on humanitarian financing was discussed as a key 
challenge for organizations in terms of accessing and mobilizing resources. many humanitarian 
organizations recounted experiences in which bank transfers had been blocked due to prevention 
measures related to terrorism concerns. while many participants recognized that combating ter-
rorism is a priority in the region, they argued that more is needed to ensure that these measures 

4  Waqf is an endowment in islamic law, usually donating a building, land or cash for islamic charitable purposes. Zakat is an 
obligatory taxation of income or wealth of a muslim, paid to several categories of those in need.
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do not have a negative impact on legitimate humanitarian work. they noted with concern that 
some of the areas with greatest humanitarian needs in the region are where counter-terrorism 
measures are being most strongly applied. humanitarian organizations therefore called for great-
er clarity in the rules and regulations related to financial transfers and for a dialogue with finan-
cial institutions on facilitating legitimate transactions. they also recognized the need for improved 
transparency and accountability by humanitarian actors as a means to build trust with financial 
and other institutions on the legitimacy of their work.

key recommendations

•	  humanitarian stakeholders should develop broader partnerships to mobilize additional re-
sources required to meet increasing humanitarian needs; 

•	  explore the possibility of assessed contributions for the most severe humanitarian crises 
in order to address  needs and ensure equitable burden sharing;

•	  humanitarian organizations should improve their efficiency by minimizing overhead costs, 
improving the quality of needs assessments and making greater use of cash-based pro-
gramming.  they should engage with the private sector to leverage their expertise in this 
endeavor;

•	  donors should establish follow-up mechanisms after pledging conferences to ensure 
commitments are fulfilled in a timely manner;

•	  governments and regional organizations should establish national and regional mecha-
nisms for tracking information on funding to improve coordination and avoid duplication 
of projects;

•	  donors should promote more sustainable interventions in protracted crises by providing 
more predictable, flexible and longer-term financing and there should be better  leverag-
ing of development financing;

•	  governments should encourage private sector engagement in humanitarian action by pro-
viding incentives, such as tax breaks; 

•	  regional and local humanitarian organizations should  explore the possibility of incorpo-
rating the culture and traditions of islamic giving to support their humanitarian efforts in 
the region;

•	  donors and national governments should review the implications of counter-terrorism 
laws and regulations on humanitarian organizations’ ability to receive financial transfers 
and for their staff to be legally protected from criminal prosecution for legitimate humani-
tarian work carried out in the course of their duties; and

•	  governments and humanitarian organizations should engage with diaspora networks to 
use remittances in support of addressing humanitarian needs.
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hIgh-LEvEL PANEL ON FORCEd dIsPLACEMENT IN 
ThE MENA REgION

a high-level panel discussion on forced displacement brought together a range of humanitarian 
experts from the mena region and beyond to address ways in which displacement can be prevent-
ed now and in the future. 

Dr. Chaloka Beyani, Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights 
of Internally Displaced Persons, stated that around nine million 
people had been displaced in the middle east and north africa 
region by the end of 2013, with the number increasing exponen-
tially over the past two years, especially in syria and iraq. in light 
of these recent displacement crises, dr. Beyani noted three key 
trends for displacement across the region. 

first, the operating environment has made accessing those in 
need of assistance an increasingly difficult and dangerous task 
for humanitarian actors. it is thus necessary to make sure that 
humanitarians are able to talk to all parties to conflicts while 
abiding by humanitarian principles. he called for innovative 
ways to allow for rapid, safe and unhindered humanitarian ac-
cess, including across conflict lines and borders, to ensure that 
humanitarian assistance reaches people in need through the 

most direct routes. 

second, regional and national actors need to strengthen their preparedness capacities in order to 
respond rapidly to the needs of idps. this can be achieved through adopting regional instruments 
and national policies on internal displacement. dr. Beyani gave the example of the african union’s 
kampala convention as a successful model to follow for the region. 

third, dr. Beyani stated that there is a shortage of effective partnerships to respond to emergen-
cy needs in urban areas, which is much needed in the mena region, given its rapid urbanization. 
in this regard, he recommended fostering partnerships between humanitarian and development 
actors, municipalities and the private sector in all urban displacement settings, in order to find 
innovative solutions to meet the needs of displaced people. 

in conclusion, dr. Beyani put forth three recommendations to address the growing displacement 
challenge in the region. first, humanitarian protection and assistance need to be better linked at 
the outset of any crisis, with an eye on durable solutions for internally displaced people. second, 
the resilience of vulnerable groups in protracted situations should be built through programmes 
in national development plans and plans of development agencies. finally, disaster risk reduction 
plans should also take into consideration the most vulnerable, including idps, who are at particu-
lar risk of being affected by disasters. 
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Mr. Muhannad Hadi, Regional Director of the World Food Pro-
gramme (WFP) for Middle East and North Africa, expressed 
concern over increasing unrest in the mena region and the 
impact it will have on future generations. he highlighted the 
magnitude of humanitarian needs, with wfp targeting 20 mil-
lion beneficiaries in 2015 compared to 6.8 million in 2010. de-
spite the unprecedented magnitude of the syria crisis, he also 
stressed the importance of also focusing on displacement in 
iraq, libya, palestine and yemen. 

mr. hadi explained that the level of displacement was driven by 
people’s need for safety and security and the lack of afforda-
ble food. he emphasized the importance of providing displaced 
people with food assistance as a means to save lives but also 
offer a source of stability and hope. he suggested that the pro-
vision of food assistance can play a role in mitigating radicali-

zation, since extremist groups are seeking to fill the vacuum left by humanitarian organizations in 
areas under their control. in light of this, mr. hadi stressed the importance of increasing principled 
humanitarian access. 

in terms of addressing some of the main humanitarian challenges in the region, the mr. hadi ar-
gued that a new modality of work is needed for humanitarian organizations, including increased 
accountability to affected communities, better preservation of their dignity, increased engagement 
in the implementation of humanitarian programmes and greater empowerment of women. he also 
called for innovative partnerships with local actors, including national governments, ngos and the 
private sector. 

mr. hadi explained how funding shortfalls in the context of protracted displacement has forced 
wfp to reduce its budget for the syria  response by 27 per cent in 2015, despite the anticipation of 
further displacement. he called on donors to revisit their funding approaches and to better inte-
grate humanitarian and development programmes, ensure more effective coordination amongst 
donors and promote more efficient use of existing funds. 

mr. hadi concluded by drawing attention to the importance of promoting self-reliance, explaining 
how employment creation for the displaced can contribute to the local economy and promote in-
ter-community cohesion and longer term integration efforts. he underscored that humanitarian 
assistance needs to be adapted to local contexts and that humanitarians should be aware of the 
consequences of weak economic infrastructure, a lack of preparedness and inequalities between 
the displaced and host communities.
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Mr. Richard Wright, Director of the United Nations Relief and 
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UN-
RWA) Representative Office in New York, stated that unrwa 
works with over five million palestine refugees, representing 40 
per cent of the world’s long-term refugees, and underscored its 
commitment to assisting them until a lasting solution to the pal-
estine refugee issue is found. 

mr. wright highlighted that recent events in the mena region 
have led to further displacement of palestine refugees, some-
times for the second, third and even fourth time. 

since unrwa’s inception, the organization has provided a mix of 
humanitarian and development services to palestine refugees, 
both in times of peace and in conflict. according to mr. wright, 

the agency’s mandate is a useful model to examine in situations of protracted displacement as it 
includes a coordinated response that involves both humanitarian and developmental approaches.

mr. wright explained that unrwa ensures close engagement with palestine refugees by involving 
them in the provision of assistance, which in turn makes them feel that they have a stake in unrwa.

whilst there is a lot to be learned from the unrwa experience, mr. wright cautioned against rep-
licating unrwa as it was created in a particular context to address a specific refugee caseload 
with agreement from host countries and assurances of sustained support by the international 
community. on funding, mr. wright claimed it is an ongoing challenge and reaffirmed the impor-
tance of maintaining donor support for unrwa, warning that the lack of support could undermine 
the provision of services to refugees, cause potential destabilization and undermine trust in the 
organization.

while mr. wright celebrated unrwa’s success in developing human capital for over 65 years and 
emphasized the importance of sustainability, he stressed that the organization’s prolonged exist-
ence is a reminder that humanitarian action cannot be a substitute for political action.  finding 
political solutions to address the underlying causes of a historic injustice is still needed and no 
amount of humanitarian or developmental assistance can overcome fundamental impediments 
to socio-economic development and livelihood opportunities, such as the blockade of gaza, the 
occupation of the west Bank and gaza and the humanitarian crisis in syria. 
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hIgh-LEvEL CLOsINg REMARks

His Excellency Dr. Abdullah al Matouq, United Nations Secre-
tary-General’s Humanitarian Envoy, thanked the government 
of Jordan for shouldering the burden of hosting over a million 
syrian refugees since the beginning of the crisis four years ago. 
he voiced concern over the number of people in need in syria 
and for the overall increase of humanitarian crises in the region. 
he called on the humanitarian community to work towards al-
leviating the level of human suffering and to use the unique op-
portunity of the whs to engage with the views and perspectives 
of arab and islamic humanitarian organizations. 

dr. al matouq stressed the need for the international communi-
ty to find political solutions to current crises in the region and 
to ensure respect for international humanitarian law and hold 
those that violate the law to account. he also called for greater 
burden sharing in hosting refugees and stressed the importance 

of promoting more sustainable solutions for affected people.

dr. al matouq also highlighted the key role of donor states and organizations that have gathered in 
kuwait for the last two syria pledging conferences and called for similar commitment at the third 
pledging conference that would take place on 31 march 2015 in kuwait under the patronage of his 
royal highness sabah al-ahmad al-Jaber al-sabah. he underscored the importance of the quar-
terly meeting held by the top donors group for syria in ensuring effective coordination between 
international donors and arab gulf states. 

in this spirit, dr. al matouq called for greater collaboration between humanitarian actors to explore 
ways of strengthening emergency preparedness and regional and national response capacities 
and to work towards establishing a more inclusive and diverse humanitarian system that is better 
equipped to face the challenges of the region. he emphasized the unique history, culture and val-
ues of the mena region and their potential to contribute to global humanitarian action, countering 
unjust accusations of terrorism and extremism against arab and islamic humanitarian organiza-
tions. 
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Mr. Peter Maurer, President of the International Committee 
of the Red Cross (ICRC), commented on the changing humani-
tarian landscape in the mena region and noted how it is expe-
riencing unprecedented displacement, increasingly protracted 
violence and conflict and large scale violations of ihl. he noted 
that the number of refugees has placed significant strain on the 
economies and infrastructure of host countries such as Jordan, 
lebanon and turkey and how the international community is not 
as present, active or involved as it should be in sharing the bur-
den of these crises. 

in the current environment in which the goals and objectives of 
humanitarian action are interpreted differently and often inte-
grated in political and security agendas, mr. maurer called for 
neutral, independent and impartial humanitarian action. he 
stressed that humanitarian principles are part of a tried and 

tested model that creates the necessary space for humanitarian work in difficult and evolving con-
flict environments and advocated for a clear and consistent approach to them.

mr. maurer noted that regional and protracted conflicts, together with violent extremism, are chal-
lenging the shared values of the international community and are contributing to a new reality 
for humanitarian action, creating more need and impacting the ability of humanitarian organiza-
tions to respond to them. addressing such challenges requires principled but pragmatic contextual 
solutions to assist and protect people in need. this includes limiting the use of force, ensuring 
humane treatment of affected people and providing essential relief for the wounded and sick, de-
tained persons, non-combatants and civilians. 

mr. maurer highlighted how efforts to limit war should be guided by the geneva conventions, which 
reflect universal norms that have existed for thousands of years. he recognized that international 
legal and policy frameworks need to adapt to reflect the changing realities of conflict. he called for 
a new global social contract that builds consensus around humanitarian action, reaffirms shared 
values and creates the necessary space for the implementation of the core norms of ihl. within 
that contract, mr. maurer advocated for a two-fold approach to protecting and assisting people in 
need: working to find pragmatic and holistic solutions on the ground and engaging state and non-
state actors at the level of policy and law. 

finally, he called on participants to use the whs as an opportunity to broaden the global network of 
those engaged in humanitarian action. he cautioned against privileging the role of domestic actors 
over international responders, calling for a truly collaborative environment based on shared values 
and principles, without prejudice.   
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Ms. Leena Al Hadid, Director of International Relations and 
Organizations Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ex-
patriates of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, thanked par-
ticipants for their engagement in the regional consultation. she 
acknowledged the important role played by the co-chairs of the 
regional steering group: las, oic and ocha.

she commended participants for the recommendations they 
put forward to the global whs process and expressed hope that 
they would make an important contribution to the summit. she 
encouraged all stakeholders to renew their commitment to hu-
manitarian action to better meet the challenges in the mena 
region. ms. al hadid placed particular emphasis on forced dis-
placement, which has caused wide-scale human suffering in the 
region, especially for children, women, the elderly and the dis-
abled, and has placed a huge burden on those states that host 

refugees. overcoming these challenges requires increased support to alleviate human suffering 
and maximizing the response efforts of different stakeholders.

finally, ms. al hadid voiced the appreciation of the government and people of Jordan for the op-
portunity to host the regional consultation and hoped that the participants had the opportunity to 
experience the country’s culture and history.
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CONCLusION

the main findings and recommendations from the regional consultation pointed to an overall 
sense that global humanitarian efforts are failing to cope with the scale and nature of current hu-
manitarian crises in the mena region. there were calls to reform the humanitarian architecture 
and to ensure greater protection and assistance to people in need. participants expressed hope 
and expectation that the whs would be an important opportunity to put into effect the changes that 
are essential to reaffirming the humanitarian imperative of saving lives and alleviating suffering. 
equally strong was the consistent reminder throughout the process that humanitarian aid cannot 
be a substitute for political action.

in order to benefit from the momentum and partnerships created during the regional consulta-
tion process and to initiate the implementation of recommendations emerging from it, the whs 
regional steering group for mena encourages relevant stakeholders to champion the recom-
mendations, turn them into specific actions and share lessons on their experience. the group will 
continue to function in order to support further consultations in the region and to promote the im-
plementation of recommendations in the lead-up to the whs global consultation in october 2015 
and the summit in may 2016.
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ANNExEs

ANNEx 1: REFERENCEs TO BACkgROuNd dOCuMENTs

two key supporting documents were prepared to inform the regional consultation meeting and to 
capture the findings of the extensive stakeholder consultations that preceded the final meeting in 
Jordan. they can be accessed through the following links:

Regional Consultation - Middle east and noRth afRiCa, MaRCh 2015

SCOPING PAPER  •  I

Regional Consultation - 
Middle east and noRth afRiCa
AmmAN, JORdAN, 3-5 mARCh 2015

sCoping papeR
O

CH
A/Iason Athanasiadis

PREPARATORY STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS 
 World Humanitarian Summit Regional Consultation for the Middle East and North Africa

https://www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/
whs_mena/scopingpaper

Initial scoping paper stakeholder consultation report 

https://www.worldhumanitariansummit.
org/whs_mena/stakeholderconsultation-
report
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ANNEx 2: CO-ChAIRs’ suMMARy

the world humanitarian summit (whs) regional consultation for the middle east and north africa 
(mena) was held at the dead sea, Jordan, from 3-5 march 2015. it was hosted by the government 
of the hashemite kingdom of Jordan and co-chaired by the league of arab states, the organization 
of islamic cooperation and the un office for the coordination of humanitarian affairs. 

in the spirit of the summit’s multi-stakeholder approach, the meeting brought together 180 par-
ticipants from 17 countries1  representing member states of the united nations, regional organi-
zations, civil society, affected communities, national and international non-governmental organi-
zations, united nations agencies, the red cross and red crescent movement, the private sector, 
academia and religious leaders, as well as observers from five countries that have hosted or will 
host world humanitarian summit consultations. the meeting was preceded by preparatory stake-
holder consultations with 1,230 individuals representing their wider constituencies.2  

the majority of participants at the regional consultation reaffirmed the sentiment of stakeholders 
consulted in the preparatory process, expressing outrage at the level of human suffering in the 
region. the current situation was deemed unacceptable and there were calls for global leaders to 
take necessary measures to reverse this tragic situation and address the root cause of people’s 
suffering. There are no humanitarian solutions to political problems. this was a key message of 
the regional consultation with many highlighting the protracted plight of the palestinian people as 
a central example, calling for an end to occupation and for the fulfillment of their inalienable right 
to self-determination.

the whs regional consultation for the mena region focused on six key issues that emerged from 
the preparatory stakeholder analysis. these were protection of civilians, humanitarian access, 
protracted crises and displacement, emergency preparedness, localizing humanitarian re-
sponse and humanitarian financing. a number of other issues will be considered in the course of 
further stakeholder consultations in the region.

the main findings and recommendations were as follows:

1. Protection of Civilians

the increasing scale and severity of attacks against civilians in the region led to calls for greater 
respect of international laws that govern the protection of civilians. the primary responsibility of 
states in this regard was emphasized with strong calls for accountability and the implementation 
of these laws. these included the requirement to:

•	  ratify international instruments pertaining to the protection of civilians, in particular the 
second additional protocol to the geneva conventions and the 1951 refugee convention;

•	  establish national committees on international humanitarian law (ihl), where these were 
not yet in place, to bring relevant national legislation into conformity with international law;

•	  provide ihl training for armed and police forces, as well as other relevant officials, with the 
support of donors and participation of humanitarian actors where relevant;

•	  monitor the application of ihl and hold perpetrators of violations accountable through the 
establishment of national or international mechanisms or to activate those that are al-
ready in place.
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participants urged regional organizations, such as the league of arab states (las), organization 
of the islamic cooperation (oic), arab maghreb union (amu) and gulf cooperation council (gcc) 
to strengthen their role in the protection of civilians. this could include the adoption of regional 
instruments that protect and assist internally displaced persons (idps), building on the experience 
from other regions; the establishment of mechanisms to monitor violations of ihl, civilian casual-
ties and access issues; and fostering consensus among member states on concrete measures to 
protect civilians in conflicts.

the international donor community was requested to ensure sufficient funding for protection ac-
tivities and to support initiatives aimed at promoting respect for ihl and human rights throughout 
the region.

Parties to conflicts, including armed groups, were urged to meet their obligations in the respect 
of ihl and facilitate the work of humanitarian actors, including by ensuring access and lifting re-
strictions that preclude their work. this requires humanitarian actors to engage in dialogue with 
all parties to a conflict, including armed groups. in line with ihl, this engagement for legitimate 
humanitarian purposes should be encouraged and not criminalized.

Protection should be at the heart of humanitarian action with mechanisms for achieving this 
objective appropriate to each organization’s mandate and strengths. monitoring violations of ihl 
is required from the outset of a crisis. addressing protection concerns should constitute an inte-
gral part of humanitarian needs assessments, including tackling the protection needs of specific 
groups, such as women, children, displaced persons, migrants and those with disabilities. it also 
requires effective coordination among different sectors. humanitarian organizations need to en-
hance their capacities on protection through training and mentoring of their staff. 

participants recognized the critical role played national authorities and civil society organizations, 
including the national societies of the red cross and red crescent movement in protecting civilians, 
including through applying and promoting local customs and practices in protecting civilians and dis-
seminating information on international law to idps and refugees, as well as to their host communi-
ties.  the media is also a powerful tool to be harnessed to raise awareness about ihl violations and 
calling for its respect.

the protection of civilians was deemed a universal principle, with frameworks and practices ex-
isting in religious and other traditions and norms from the region. there were calls to explore the 
synergies between these and international legal protection frameworks with the aim of developing 
context-specific practices and interventions that can better protect civilians on the ground. the 
role of religious leaders in providing protection and facilitating assistance was emphasized.

2. humanitarian Access

whilst re-affirming the principle of state sovereignty, the lack of access to people in need was high-
lighted as a significant obstacle in the region. governments and other parties to conflicts, includ-
ing armed groups, should facilitate unimpeded access of humanitarian assistance and staff to 
affected people, which is critical to understanding the numbers of people affected and their needs.

humanitarian access requires humanitarian organizations to negotiate with concerned parties 
with the objective of reaching affected people. in this regard, the principles of humanitarian action 
were widely re-affirmed and were deemed important in facilitating the ability of humanitarian 
organizations to operate in conflict areas.
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there were repeated calls to de-politicize humanitarian action, and ensure assistance was provid-
ed in a transparent manner and on the basis of need alone. the un security council was seen as a 
forum in which humanitarian issues are frequently politicized with the use of the veto highlighted 
in resolutions pertaining to humanitarian action. 

while the importance of countering terrorism in the region was recognized, the negative impact 
of laws and related measures on humanitarian negotiation, financial transfers and access should 
be mitigated, with many humanitarian actors calling for greater clarity of the implications of these 
laws and for their legal protection to safeguard their ability to operate. 

Attacks against humanitarian workers and property were condemned with more action demand-
ed to protect those providing humanitarian assistance. the international community has to install 
a process or a mechanism by which it can hold states and non-state actors accountable and finan-
cially-liable if they deliberately cause unjustified economic or financial loss to the humanitarian 
sector. this, for example, should cover medical, educational and other facilities.

the importance of close proximity of humanitarian organizations to the people they serve was 
deemed essential for building trust and acceptance with these communities. international human-
itarian organizations should ensure local partners are provided with access to adequate financial 
resources, assets and insurance schemes to ensure staff safety and security.

3. Protracted Crises and displacement 

recognizing the needs of displaced people, including for durable solutions, and the burden placed 
on host governments and communities, there was a call for increased burden sharing of hosting 
refugees by the international community and the need to ensure a holistic approach to the man-
agement of crises, including planning for future displacement. actors should address the needs 
of host communities in response planning and use humanitarian and development approaches, in 
line with national and local priorities. development interventions should come at an early stage 
and include support to the local economy and making investments in basic services and infrastruc-
ture that benefit both the displaced and their hosts. 

participants called for the scaling up of efficient and coordinated cash-based programming to 
provide people with greater choice and for including temporary employment opportunities as 
part of response programming. these were deemed necessary to ensure service delivery that 
preserves the dignity of displaced people. when appropriate, priority should be given to voluntary 
return programs.

International finance institutions were encouraged to provide investments under favourable terms 
to help middle income countries rapidly shoulder the burden of refugees.  

a network of academic and training institutes should be established and supported within the 
region to develop management and technical expertise in crisis management.

the psychosocial impact of violent conflict and protracted displacement was recognized and tar-
geted support needed to be integrated in the response, in particular for women, the elderly and 
children. 
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4. Localizing humanitarian Response

the importance of national and local authorities and organizations taking the lead in humanitarian 
response was widely affirmed, as was accountability to and participation of affected people. inter-
national humanitarian actors need to include local capacity building measures as an integral part 
of their programming, which will help facilitate a timely and planned exit. 

local organizations should receive a greater portion of humanitarian funding and be able to access 
these directly. this requires decreasing inefficiencies by removing the multiple levels of sub-con-
tracting and intermediaries, and increasing the contribution of country-based pooled funds, such 
as emergency response funds, to national and local actors.

humanitarian coordination mechanisms should be made more inclusive, complementary and 
accessible to local organizations. the inter-agency standing committee should be reviewed and 
adapted to better reflect the diversity of humanitarian actors and the challenges faced within spe-
cific regions, including through its possible decentralization. to encourage greater trust and col-
laboration between local and international organizations, the latter should demonstrate greater 
transparency in their operations and criteria for selecting partners. 

5. Emergency Preparedness

emergency preparedness and understanding of risk should be prioritized in the region, taking into 
consideration vulnerabilities and specific contexts, including differences of urban and rural set-
tings. common, multi-hazard risk analysis should be encouraged, including through greater links 
with academia, research and development and the private sector to allow for more informed early 
warning and early action, both for natural and conflict related crises. 

participants called on national governments to develop and implement national legislation on 
emergency preparedness, including contingency plans and early warning systems, and identify 
the roles and responsibilities of government ministries, civil society, national societies of the red 
cross and red crescent movement and the private sector amongst others. integrating emergency 
preparedness in education curricula at all educational levels was deemed important to instilling a 
culture of prevention and rapid response.  

Governments should commit a certain percentage of their budgets to emergency preparedness, 
informed by the cost efficiency of disaster preparedness versus response. they should also en-
dorse regional instruments and mechanisms on emergency preparedness, building on lessons 
learnt within and outside the region.

the capacity of civil society organizations should be strengthened to better prepare for emer-
gencies. this includes supporting more institutionalized forms of youth engagement, whose role 
and contribution to humanitarian action, recovery and development was widely acknowledged and 
commended. 

6. humanitarian Financing

there were wide calls to address the funding gap between increasing humanitarian needs and 
available resources. humanitarian organizations need to make concerted efforts to improve their 
efficiency, such as through greater use of cash-based programming and minimizing overhead 
costs. this would benefit from engagement with the private sector to leverage innovation, resourc-
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es and expertise. moreover, private sector engagement in humanitarian action was encouraged 
with tax breaks as possible incentives.   

following major pledging conferences or appeals for funding, follow up mechanisms, such as the 
top donors group for the syria crisis, should be established to ensure pledges are fulfilled in a timely 
manner.

the culture and traditions of Islamic giving should be leveraged to support regional and local hu-
manitarian organizations’ work in the region, with several mechanisms suggested. this requires 
concerted dialogue with existing institutions and experts on the subject to draw up concrete pro-
posals on how this could be achieved. 

understanding the extent of the funding gap requires a more comprehensive picture of humanitar-
ian funding in the region. thus, national and regional mechanisms should be established, with the 
aim of collecting information on funding by the diverse range of actors that work and operate in the 
region. the league of arab states’ resolution passed in march 2014 calling for the establishment 
of a coordination mechanism is one avenue for taking this forward.

addressing the funding gap also requires more sustainable interventions that focus on building 
resilience and development objectives in addition to meeting people’s immediate needs. this will 
necessitate more predictable and longer-term humanitarian financing as well as better leverag-
ing of development financing. there were some calls for mandatory financial contributions for the 
most severe humanitarian crises. 

Conclusions

the main findings and recommendations pointed to an overall sense that global humanitarian 
efforts are failing to cope in effectively addressing the scale and nature of current humanitarian 
crises. there were calls to reform the current humanitarian architecture and its ways of operat-
ing to ensure greater protection and assistance to people in need. participants expressed hope and 
expectation that the whs would be an important process to put these changes into effect, which 
are essential to reaffirming the humanitarian imperative of saving lives and alleviating human 
suffering. equally important is the need to ensure that humanitarian aid is not used as substitute 
for political action. 

the whs mena regional consultation brought together a unique network of humanitarian actors 
in the hope that it would set the foundations for broad partnerships that can take forward these 
recommendations.

the co-chairs’ summary was endorsed by the league of arab states, the organization of islamic 
cooperation and the un office for the coordination of humanitarian affairs. it is not a consensus 
document but rather captures the main findings and recommendations articulated by participants 
at the regional consultation. a more detailed report will follow and can be found on 
www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/whs_mena. 

the co-chairs encouraged all actors from the region to champion the recommendations, turn 
them into specific actions and share lessons on their experience.

The preparatory stakeholder analysis report can be found at http://goo.gl/FnHmOv.
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ANNEx 3: PROgRAMME OF ThE MENA REgIONAL CONsuLTATION

MONDAY, 2 MARCH 2015

17:00- 21:00 Registration of participants at the Kempinski Hotel Ishtar Dead Sea reception
Participants will be given their badges and conference package upon registra-
tion.

08:00-09:00 Registration of participants at the King Hussein Bin Talal Convention Center
Participants will be given their badges and conference package upon registra-
tion.
OPENING PLENARY SESSION (PUBLIC SESSION) 

09:00 – 09:15 Welcome by the Master of Ceremonies (MC)
Ms. Alia Al-Dalli, International Director Designate MENA region, SOS Villages 
International

09:15 – 10:30 High-level opening remarks 

• His Excellency Nasser Judeh, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates of 
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 

• His Excellency Ambassador Dr. Badr Eddine El Allali, Assistant Secre-
tary-General, Head of Social Affairs Sector, League of Arab States (LAS)

• His Excellency Ambassador Hesham Youssef, Assistant Secretary-General 
for Humanitarian Affairs, Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) 

• Ms. Valerie Amos, United Nations Under-Secretary General for Humanitarian 
Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator

10:30 – 11:15 Group photo and coffee break

PLENARY SESSION (CLOSED SESSION)
11:15 – 11:30 World Humanitarian Summit: Setting the stage

Dr. Jemilah Mahmood, Chief of the World Humanitarian Summit secretariat
11:30 – 11:35 Video 

Animated video of the preparatory stakeholder consultation process in the MENA 
region 

11:35 –12:05 Presentation on the regional consultation preparatory process and the main find-
ings
Ms. Rema Jamous-Imseis, Head of OCHA Regional Office for the Middle East and 
North Africa

On behalf of the WHS Regional Steering Group, participants will be briefed on the 
preparatory process in the lead up to the regional consultation. They will also be in-
formed of the main findings that emerged from the process and the rationale for the 
selection of breakout discussion session topics.

12:05 – 12:15 Briefing on breakout session methodology
12:15 – 13:30 Lunch
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BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION 1 (CLOSED SESSION) 

-

13:30 – 16:30

Coffee will be served 
during the session

Breakout group discussion  
8 discussion sessions in parallel on Emergency Preparedness and Humanitarian 
Financing

16:30 – 17:00 Coffee break

PLENARY SESSION (PUBLIC SESSION)
17:00 – 17:45 High-level remarks 

Mr. Antonio Guterres, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
17:45 onwards Light dinner reception

Light dinner reception and WHS photography exhibition “The Spirit of Humanity”

DAY 2 – WEDNESDAY, 4 MARCH 2015

PLENARY SESSION (CLOSED SESSION)
09:00 – 10:00 Feedback from day 1 breakout group discussions

Presentation of the outcomes and recommendations from working groups on 
Emergency Preparedness and Humanitarian Financing

10:00 – 13:00

Coffee will be served 
during the session

Breakout group discussions 
8 discussion sessions in parallel on Protection of Civilians and Protracted Crises 
and Displacement

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch

BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION 3  (CLOSED SESSION)

14:00 – 17:00

Coffee will be served 
during the session

Breakout group discussions  
8 discussion sessions in parallel on Localizing Humanitarian Response and 
Humanitarian Access

PANEL DISCUSSION (CLOSED SESSION)

18:00 – 19:30 Panel discussion on forced displacement in the MENA region

Speakers: 

• Dr. Chaloka Beyani, Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Internally 
Displaced Persons

• Mr. Muhannad Hadi, Regional Director for Middle East and North Africa of the 
World Food Program

• 
 
Mr. Richard Wright, Director, United Nations Relief and Works Agency for 

estine Refugees in the Near East

Moderated by:

Ms. Alia Al-Dalli, International Director Designate MENA region, SOS Villages 

International 

Pal
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IDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA MARCH 2015

DAY 3 – THURSDAY, 5 MARCH 2015

PLENARY SESSION (CLOSED SESSION)
09:30 – 11:00 Feedback from day 2 breakout discussions

Presentation of the outcomes and recommendations from working groups on 
Protection of Civilians, Protracted Crises and Displacement, Localizing Humani-
tarian Response and Humanitarian Access

11:00 – 11:45 Coffee break 

PLENARY SESSION (CLOSED SESSION)
11:00-13:00 Presentation and discussion of the co-chairs’ summary

LAS, OIC and OCHA will present the co-chairs’ summary of the regional consulta-
tion findings and recommendations for discussion 
CLOSING PLENARY SESSION (PUBLIC SESSION)

12:30 – 13:15 High-level remarks 

• 

Mr. Peter Maurer, President of the International Committee of the Red Cross• 

His Excellency Dr. Abdullah Al Matouq, United Nations Secretary-General’s 
Humanitarian Envoy 

13:15-13:25 Host government closing remarks
Ms. Leena Al Hadid, Director, International Relations and Organizations Depart-
ment, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates of the Hashemite Kingdom of 
Jordan

13:25 – 14:30 Lunch
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ANNEx 4: LIsT OF PARTICIPANTs

gOvERNMENTs

Country Organization Constituency

algeria ministry of foreign affairs member state

egypt ministry of foreign affairs member state

germany ministry of foreign affairs whs consultation host

iraq ministry of foreign affairs member state

Jordan ministry of foreign affairs member state

kingdom of  
saudi arabia ministry of foreign affairs member state

kuwait ministry of foreign affairs member state

lebanon ministry of foreign affairs member state

libya ministry of foreign affairs member state

morocco
ministry of foreign affairs
permanent mission to the united nations  
in new york  

member state

netherlands ministry of foreign affairs whs partner

oman ministry of foreign affairs member state

palestine
ministry of social affairs
ministry of planning and administrative  
development

member state

Qatar ministry of foreign affairs member state

south africa department of international relations and  
cooperation whs consultation host

switzerland federal department of foreign affairs whs consultation host

syria ministry of foreign affairs member state

tunisia ministry of foreign affairs
ministry of social affairs member state

turkey ministry of foreign affairs
afet ve acil durum yönetimi Başkanlığı (afad) member state

united arab 
emirates

ministry of international cooperation and  
development member state

yemen
ministry of foreign affairs
ministry of planning and international  
cooperation

member state
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REgIONAL ORgANIZATIONs

Organization Constituency

african union regional organization

gulf cooperation council regional organization

league of arab states regional organization

organization of  islamic cooperation regional organization

nayef arab university for security sciences regional organization

CIvIL sOCIETy ORgANIZATIONs

Country Organization Constituency

Bahrain Bahrain royal charity civil society

egypt coptic evangelical organization for social services
food Bank

civil society 

iraq harikar
iraqi al amal 
ngo coordination committee for iraq
women for progress center

civil society 

Jordan caritas Jordan
Jordan hashemite charitable organization
nour al-hussein foundation

civil society 

kingdom of 
saudi arabia

alwaleed Bin talal foundation civil society

kuwait international islamic charitable organization civil society

lebanon amel association international
imam sadr foundation
lebanon support network
union of relief and development association

civil society

libya al-taher azzawi charitable organization civil society

morocco la foundation mohammed v pour la solidarité civil society

oman oman charitable organization civil society

palestine ma’an development center
palestinian medical relief society 
union of agricultural work committees
women affairs centre

civil society
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Qatar Qatar charity
reach out to asia 
sheikh thani Bin abdullah foundation for humanitari-
an services 

civil society

syria greek orthodox patriarchate of antioch and all the 
east
shafak

civil society

tunisia tunisia charity civil society

united arab 
emirates

international humanitarian city civil society

yemen the humanitarian forum yemen civil society

INTERNATIONAL ORgANIZATIONs                                                    

Organization Constituency

crisis action ingo

economic and social commission for western asia united nations

food and agriculture organization of the united nations united nations

international council of voluntary agencies ingo

international organization for migration intergovernmental 
organization

Jordan ingo forum ingo forum

lebanon humanitarian ingo forum ingo forum

médecins sans frontières ingo

mercy corps lebanon ingo

norwegian refugee council ingo

oxfam ingo

regional humanitarian coordinator for the syria crisis united nations

resident / humanitarian coordinator in Jordan united nations

sos village international ingo

special rapporteur on the human rights of idps united nations 
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syrian ingo regional forum ingo forum

united nations children’s fund united nations

united nations high commissioner for refugees united nations

united nations international strategy for disaster reduction united nations

united nations office for the coordination of humanitarian affairs united nations

united nations population fund united nations

united nations relief and works agency for palestine refugees in the 
near east united nations

united nations secretary general’s humanitarian envoy united nations 

un women united nations

world food programme united nations

world health organization united nations

yemen ingo forum ingo

REd CROss ANd REd CREsCENT MOvEMENT                                 

Country Organization Constituency

egypt egyptian red crescent society red cross and red 
crescent movement

iraq iraqi red crescent society red cross and red 
crescent movement

Jordan Jordanian national red crescent society red cross and red 
crescent movement

kingdom of 
saudi arabia saudi red crescent authority red cross and red 

crescent movement

kuwait kuwait red crescent society red cross and red 
crescent movement

lebanon lebanese red cross red cross and red 
crescent movement

libya libyan red crescent society red cross and red 
crescent movement
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palestine palestine red crescent society red cross and red 
crescent movement

Qatar Qatar red crescent society red cross and red 
crescent movement

tunisia tunisian red crescent red cross and red 
crescent movement

regional international committee of the red cross red cross and red 
crescent movement

regional international federation of the red cross red cross and red 
crescent movement

AssOCIATEd PARTNERs

Country Organization Constituency

egypt american university of cairo academia

international federation of medical students’ associations youth

Jordan talal abu-ghazaleh organization private sector

arab evangelical episcopal church religious entities

Jordanian interfaith coexistence research center religious entities

lebanon american university of Beirut academia

morocco world scouts youth

palestine sharek youth forum youth

Qatar Brookings institute doha academia

alJazeera centre for studies academia

regional harvard law school academia

professionals in humanitarian assistance and protection academia

west asia - north africa institute academia

islamic development Bank financial institutions

y-peer youth

united arab 
emirates

linklaters private sector
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yemen youth leadership development foundation youth

AFFECTEd COMMuNITIEs                                                                                                                  

Country Constituency

iraq affected community

Jordan affected community

palestine affected community

syria affected community

yemen affected community 
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